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At conluto, we think, feel and design with earth. Ever since its founding 
in 1993, Jörg Meyer and his team at conluto have been dedicated to the 
development, production and distribution of contemporary ecological 
building products made of earth. From its beginnings as an earth building 
contractor, conluto has grown over the last twenty years to become one 
of Europe’s leading earth building materials producers. 

On its 14,000 m² large site, conluto now produces an extensive range of 
wet and dry earth building products ranging from clay plasters and paints 
to earth mortars and rammed earth. The production of top-quality earth 
building projects and productive and collaborative working relationships 
with our clients are what drives the team at conluto.

We’d be glad to assist you with your next project!

conluto – diversity of clay

“Our passion for earth is what 

motivates us every day to find 

new solutions and develop new 

products – for you, your home 

and your environment.”

Jörg Meyer, Director of conluto

The benefits  
of conluto: 

•	 Personal assistance
•	 Innovative solutions
•	 Ecologically sound
•	 Seminars and workshops 
•	 Experts in earth building 
•	 since1993



conluto clay panels are drywall building boards for a wide range of 
interior construction applications. They combine the simple handling of 
drywall construction with the excellent environmental and moisture-re-
gulating properties of earth. Clay panels can be used as lining for inter-
nal walls, timber and drywall studs, as cladding for timber lathwork and 
dividing walls, and to line the internal face of external walls, suspended 
ceilings and roofspace interiors.

Clay panels – maximum earth, minimum moisture

Fig. 1: 
Clay panels as 

a dry plaster base 
for clay plaster 

interior surfaces

Fig. 2: 
A stacked wall lining 

faced with clay panels 
gives walls greater 

thermal mass

Example applications:

The advantages of conluto clay panels:

•	 Minimal construction moisture compared with the same thickness  
of conventional plaster

•	 Pleasant indoor room climate thanks to earth’s good sorption properties
•	 Simple handling
•	 Quick and efficient construction
•	 Interior surfaces that are warm to the touch due to high earth content
•	 Good sound insulation properties due to the panel’s high density
•	 Short drying times
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Panel cutting and tools Clay panels can be cut to size with normal tools such as a circular saw, 
jigsaw, or cutting disk.
Panels can also be scored and broken. Score on one side, cutting through 
the reinforcement mesh with a cutting knife, place the panel on a surface 
with a straight edge and break along the scored line. Cut through the 
reinforcement mesh on the other side and work the broken edge as 
required with a rasp or grated scraper.

There are two primary methods of fixing clay panels depending on the 
respective application. 
If fixed to a timber stud construction or metal drywall profiles, the panels 
are screwed to the supporting construction and held in place with faste-
ning plates (Art. no. 10016).
If mounted on solid, stable wall surfaces, for example an existing firm 
plaster surface, a pre-treated concrete wall, or new, even masonry wall, 
clay panels can be bonded to the substrate with conluto clay adhesive 
reinforcing mortar.
When using clay panels to line ceilings or inclined roof interiors, the  
panels must always be screwed or stapled.

Substrates for 16 mm thick  
clay panels

conluto clay panels are made of earth, sand, chopped straw and  
fibreglass reinforcement mesh on both sides of the panel.
They are available in two thicknesses: 16 and 22 mm at the standard 
dimensions of 125 × 62.5 cm.
The clay panels have a bulk density of approx. 1300 kg/m³ and a  
building material fire safety class of A1 – non-combustible – according  
to DIN EN 13501-1.

Material composition and 
technical details

Suitable supporting constructionsSubconstructions for clay panels

Fig. 3: Standard stud intervals,  
31.25 cm or 62.5 cm

New studwall constructions can be constructed at the appropriate stud 
intervals. These depend on the respective application. Suitable stud 
intervals are specified in the table on page 5. Existing stud walls, beams 
and rafters may need an additional supporting construction of laths onto 
which the clay panels are fixed. The dimensions depend on the specific 
requirements and the weight of the clay panels and plaster they will  
carry. As such we cannot specify categorical recommendations here.

Important:
Supporting constructions for clay panels should be constructed to  
accommodate possible dimensional tolerances within the clay panels.
It is also possible to mount panels onto flat substrates such as concrete, 
lime-sandstone blockwork and brick masonry walls as well as timber 
composite panels. In most cases, the 16 mm panels are suitable for such 
purposes. Existing plastered surfaces can be likewise lined with 16 mm 
clay panels to give irregular or unsightly wall surfaces a clean, flat  
appearance. Any cavities or missing sections in the substrate must first  
be filled with a clay undercoat plaster and be allowed to dry fully.

Fixing clay panels
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Ceilings and roof inclines:
Clay panels can be mounted on overhead surfaces such as ceilings  
and roof inclines on a supporting subconstruction or applied to a flat  
substrate. Supporting constructions should have a stud/lath interval of 
31.25 cm for both panel thicknesses. Additional fixing points per panel 
are also necessary (see table below). The long edges of the panels should 
always be arranged parallel to the supporting laths so that the panel joints 
always coincide with the supporting construction.
Flat substrates such as concrete or brick ceilings as well as timber  
composite panel ceiling or sheathing can be clad directly. Any holes or  
missing sections in the substrate should first be filled (and be allowed  
to dry) and the substrate must be sufficiently firm and stable to receive  
multiple fixing points.

The stud or lath interval of wall subconstructions and the number of fixing  
points for screw fixings + fastening plates or staples (26/45-65 mm).

Product. 
No.

Product (length) Support 
interval

Screw fixings Staple fixings

09.001 conluto clay panel  
16 mm (125 cm)

31.25 cm Min. 12 points / 
panel

Min. 18 points / 
panel

09.004 conluto clay panel  
22 mm (125 cm)

62.5 cm Min. 8 points / 
panel

Min. 18 points / 
panel

Walls:
The construction of stud walls is identical to that of conventional drywall 
constructions. Timber studs, posts and laths are all suitable, as are metal 
drywall profiles. When using metal studs, include additional horizontal/
diagonal bracing for better stability.
The supporting construction should be arranged parallel to the long sides 
of the clay panels (125 cm). The joints between the long edges of the 
panels should coincide with the location of the supporting construction. 
Clay panels should not be fixed directly to loadbearing structural elements 
as movement within the building structure can cause cracking within the 
wall plane. In such cases clay panels should be fixed to an additional layer 
of lathwork that takes up movement within the structure.

The stud or lath interval of overhead subconstructions and the number of fixing 
points for screw fixings + fastening plates or staples (26/45-65 mm).

Product. 
No.

Product (length) Support 
interval

Screw fixings Staple fixings

09.001 conluto clay panel  
16 mm (125 cm)

31.25 cm Min. 18 points / 
panel

Min. 24 points / 
panel

09.004 conluto clay panel  
22 mm (125 cm)

31.25 cm Min. 21 points / 
panel

Min. 24 points / 
panel
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conluto clay panels have two different sides. The smooth side should 
always face the substrate while the rough side should face into the room, 
i.e. towards the worker. The panels are mounted in a staggered arrange-
ment so that horizontal joints do not line up; joints should be staggered 
by at least 25 cm. Panel joints should not coincide with the edges of door 
and window openings. Instead L-shaped sections should be cut to match 
the corners of openings. Here too, joints should be at least 25 cm away 
from the corners. Clay panels should be fixed with screws and fastening 
plates with the necessary number of fixing points as per the table above.
At panel joints, screw fixings should be at least 2 cm from the edge of 
the panel. Alternatively, a screw and fastening plate can be inserted in 
the joint between two panels (walls only, not ceilings or roof inclines). 
Suitable screws include corrosion-resistant spax screws (5 × 50 mm) 
with conluto fastening plates (Ø 36 mm with Ø 6.8 mm perforations). In 
rooms with high levels of moisture (bathrooms / kitchens), corrosion-free 
fixings must be used. 
When fixing panels with staples, suitably wide staples (26 mm wide, 45-
65 mm long) should be used. Staple fixings should be arranged parallel 
to the panel edge approx. 10 - 15 mm from the edge of the panel. The 
number of fixings required is specified in the table above. Test and adjust 
the staple-gun and necessary air pressure prior to fixing the panels.
For better results with 16 mm conluto clay panels, panels can be addi-
tionally bonded with clay adhesive mortar (except when applying clay 
panels to wood composite substrates; here only staples or screws should 
be used). Staples are preferable for easier decoupling in the future.

Working and applying clay panels

Fig. 4: Arranging panels around openings

Heating, water and gas installations can be routed within the drywall 
construction as usual. Openings for electrical sockets can be cut with a 
drywall hole saw but need strengthening on the rear face with plywood 
strips or similar.
Screws and wallplugs can be used to fix pictures, lamps and other light-
weight fittings. Heavier wall fittings such as radiators, hanging cupboards, 
etc. require a suitable underlying supporting construction of timber laths 
or profiles that need be installed prior to cladding the wall. 

Installations, fixtures and 
fittings

conluto clay panels can also be bonded to a substrate through the full-
surface application of a suitable adhesive mortar. The substrate must be 
firm, clean, dry and free of any release agents or oils and must additio-
nally be strong enough to sustain the added weight of the clay panels. 
Any paint, wallpapers or gypsum-based material must be removed. The 
application of a primer coat (conluto wall and ceiling primer, art. nos. 
00.990.1 and 00.990.2) helps prevent moisture in the adhesive mor-
tar from being absorbed too quickly by the substrate and improves the 
strength of the bond.
conluto clay adhesive and reinforcing mortar (art. no. 10.014) is used as a 
bonding mortar and is applied with a notched trowel or spatula (approx. 
6-10 mm notch intervals depending on the substrate) in a cross-wise 
pattern to both the wall substrate and the reverse (smooth) side of the 
clay panel. The panel is applied and pressed and shifted lightly into place, 
ensuring good contact adhesion.

Bonding clay panels
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Tips, tricks and notes
Clay panels at a glance:

•	 Clay	panels	should	be	mounted	in	a	staggered	arrangement.	Joints		
 should be offset by at least 25 cm.
•	 Fix	panels	with	screws	and	fastening	plates,	or	with	broad	staples.	
 The necessary number of fixing points or staples is given in the table  
 on page 5.
•	 It	is	possible	to	locate	wall	fixings	in	the	joint	between	two	adjacent		
 panels using fastening plates, but more fixing points are required.
•	 In	all	other	cases,	screw	fixings	should	be	at	least	20	mm	from	the		
 edge of the panel.

Surface finishesClay panels can be used to line areas of bathrooms that are not directly 
exposed to water. Their good moisture-regulating properties makes  
them ideal for rooms with higher levels of humidity. The danger of mould 
formation, a common problem when the wrong materials are used, does 
not arise with clay panels under “normal use” of such rooms.
Clay panels can be plastered immediately after they have been mounted. 
There are two main work stages. The first work stage can be undertaken 
in two different ways. The simpler and more robust way is to coat the 
entire surface of the clay panels with a fine-finish clay plaster embedding 
a plaster reinforcement fabric mesh across the entire surface. This ensures 
an even surface finish. The clay panels are lightly wetted (avoid excess  
water or else the panel may soften) and the reinforcement mesh is  
applied and plastered in place with a thin coat of fine-finish clay plaster.
The second way is to reinforce just the panel joints with joint reinforcing 
scrim tape. A strip of reinforcement fabric is laid over the panel joints and 
held in place with a clay slurry made of diluted fine-finish clay plaster. It is 
important that the strips of fabric do not overlap where they cross as the 
extra thickness is then visible in the next coat. The remainder of the panel 
surfaces should also be given a thin coat of fine-finish plaster to ensure an 
even finish and even suction characteristics.
Once this first coat of plaster is fully dry, a second coat of fine-finish  
plaster is applied at a thickness of 2-3 mm. This coat can also be applied 
as a deco clay facing plaster provided the underlying layer has been  
sufficiently well coated with an even coat of fine-finish plaster.
Clay panels can also be plastered with a top-coat clay plaster, however 
this coat should not be applied too thickly (t ≤ 5 mm) to prevent the 
panels becoming too moist resulting in possible warping. Naturally-moist 
coarse and fine terra clay plasters are likewise suitable for use with clay 
panels.

Paints and coatingsThe fine-finish clay plaster or top-coat clay plaster can additionally be 
finished with a brush-applied conlino plaster. This breathable paint 
provides good coverage and complements the properties of the clay 
panel ensuring that plaster and panel can contribute to the quality of the 
indoor room climate.

Naturally-moist plasters:
Suitable for open plastering machines

Dry plasters:
Suitable for closed plastering machines 

such as a G4 or G5

Can clay panels  
be used in bathrooms?
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Data, facts and figures
Units: 
 m³ = cubic metres
 K = degrees Kelvin
 m² = square metres
 kJ = Kilojoule

Dimensions
16 mm clay panel
22 mm clay panel

125 cm × 62.5 cm × 1.6 cm 
125 cm × 62.5 cm × 2.2 cm

Dimensional tolerances (length × breadth)

16 mm clay panel
22 mm clay panel

-5 mm
-5 mm

Dimensional tolerances (thickness)

16 mm clay panel
22 mm clay panel

± 2 mm
+ 2 mm

Bulk density
16 mm clay panel
22 mm clay panel

approx. 1300 kg/m³
approx. 1300 kg/m³

Weight
16 mm clay panel
22 mm clay panel

approx. 22.5 kg/m²
approx. 33.0 kg/m²

Thermal conductivity
16 mm clay panel
22 mm clay panel

0.53 W/mK
0.53 W/mK

Vapour diffusion resistance 5 / 10 µ

Specific heat capacity, Cp approx. 1 kJ (kg/K)

Building material 
fire safety class

A1 (non-combustible)
according to DIN EN 13501-1

The sound insulation of earth building materials is not detailed in  
German norms. However, the Lehmbau Regeln, drawn up by the  
Dachverband Lehm e.V., the German Association of Earth Building, are 
recognised in most parts of Germany. These state that “due to the soft 
nature of the material, minimum values for the sound insulation  
properties of earth building materials correspond approximately to  
those of aerated and lightweight concrete.”

Sound insulation 

Windows, doors and other protrusions:
•	 Clay	panels	should	always	be	mounted	so	that	panel	joints	and	
 openings in walls do not coincide.
•	 It	is	advisable	to	prepare	a	layout	plan	for	the	panels	when	working		
 around windows, doors, beams and other interruptions in the wall  
 surface. This makes it possible to plan stud/lath positions to avoid  
 panel joints coinciding with vertical or horizontal edges of openings 
 or protrusions.
•	 Panel	joints	should	be	offset	at	least	25	cm	from	openings.

•	 Staple	fixings	(26/45-65	mm)	should	be	arranged	parallel	to	the	panel		
 edge, at least 10 mm from the edge of the panel.
•	 Clay	panels	can	be	screw-mounted	on	walls,	ceilings	and	roof	inclines		
 on a supporting construction of laths.



Clay adhesive and  
reinforcing mortar

Fastening plates for clay panels

Art. No. Material Supply form Quantities 

10.014 conluto clay adhesive and  
reinforcing mortar

25 kg sack  Sack sufficient  
for 6.5 m²

10016 Fastening plates, Ø 36 mm with 
Ø 6.8 mm perforations, conical 
sheath for screw head

100 pcs See table on page 5

Fixings mechanisms

conluto product finder

Clay panels as drywall  
building boards for interiors

Art. No. Material Supply form Quantities 

09.001 conluto clay panel, 16 mm,
125 × 62.5 × 1.6 cm, with 
fibreglass reinforcement fabric 
on both sides

panel Wall surface minus any  
openings plus 5-10% for  

cut-off and wastage

09.004 conluto clay panel, 22mm,
125 × 62.5 × 2.2 cm, with 
fibreglass reinforcement fabric 
on both sides

panel Wall surface minus any  
openings plus 5-10% for  

cut-off and wastage

Clay panels

A reinforcement mesh for  
embedding in clay plasters

Art. No. Material Supply form Quantities 

35.005.10 Fibreglass scrim tape,  
0.1 × 50 m roll

5 m² / roll approx. 2.6 - 3.2 metres  
per m² surface

35.005 Fibreglass mesh,  
160 g/m², 1.0 × 50 m

50 m² / roll Plaster surface + 10% for 
overlapping sections

Armierungsgewebe

Art. No. Material Supply 
form

Coverage / 
sales unit

Thickness Coverage/ m²  
@ thickness 

Clay plasters with organic additives

10.013.1 Clay fine-finish 
plaster, dry

1 to / big 
bag

240 m² 3 mm 4.2 kg/m²

10.013 Clay fine-finish 
plaster, dry

25 kg / 
sack

6 m² 3 mm 4.2 kg/m²

Clay plasters without organic additives

05.004.1 Terra clay 
plaster, fine, 
naturally-moist

1 m³ / big 
bag

180 m² 4 mm 6.7 kg / m²

Clay plaster with and without additives

Clay fine-finish plaster or  
terra clay plaster as plaster coat.
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conlino surface finishes:

For further information on clay plasters and conlino surface finishes, see our work sheets 
5.1 Clay plasters and 6.1 Surface finishes with conlino.

Art. No. Material Supply 
form

Coverage / 
sales unit

Thickness Coverage/ m² 
@ thickness 

19.400.2-
19.444.2

conlino clay paint for 
walls and ceilings in 
interiors, 36 colours  
(see colour card) 

10 kg / 
bucket

av. 100 m² per coat 70-130 g/m²

5 kg/
bucket

av. 50 m² per coat 70-130 g/m²

Clay paint

Art. No. Material Supply 
form

Coverage / 
sales unit

Thickness Coverage/ m² 
@ thickness 

19.300-
19.345

Deco clay facing plaster, 
dry, coloured clay plaster 
for creative and healthy 
interior surfaces, 16  
colours (see colour card)

25 kg / 
sack

9 m² 2 mm 2.8 kg/m²

Deco clay facing plaster

Art. No. Material Supply 
form

Coverage / 
sales unit

Thickness Coverage/ m² 
@ thickness 

19.505 conlino brush-applied 
clay plaster additive, for a 
granular surface texture

1.700 g /
packet

for 5 kg 
conlino 
clay paint

per coat 140-240 g/m²

Brush-applied clay plaster additive

conlino clay paints
A natural, vapour-permeable paint  
for ceilings and walls in interiors.

conlino deco clay facing plaster
Coloured facing plaster for high-quality, 
creative surface finishes in interiors.  
A range of different textures and surface 
finishes can be achieved through  
the addition of surface finish effect 
materials.

conlino brush-applied 
clay plaster additive
Add to clay paints for a granular  
surface texture.

conlino clay smoothing plaster 
Very fine plaster for exceptionally smooth 
and unique surfaces for special interior 
finishes.

Art. No. Material Supply 
form

Coverage / 
sales unit

Thickness Coverage/ m² 
@ thickness 

19.601-
19.612

conlino smoothing plaster 
vapour-permeable, high-
quality smoothing plaster 
for interiors, applied with 
a trowel / spatula, 12 
colours (see colour card)

5 kg/
bucket

av. 12,5 m² per coat Depending 
on the  
suction of the 
background 
approx. 400 
g/m²

Clay smoothing plaster

www.conluto.de



conluto – our services

Further information on the following products and services 
can be found in the conluto product overview brochure.

Clay plasters and paints

•	Clay	undercoat,	topcoat	and	fine-finish	plasters
•	Coarse	and	fine	terra	clay	plasters
•	Clay	adhesive	and	reinforcing	mortars

                   the creative plaster range by conluto 
•	Deco	clay	facing	plasters,	clay	paints,	brush-
applied clay plasters and clay smoothing plasters
•	 Stencils	and	special	tools

Modern earth building solutions

•	Rammed	earth
•	Clay	panels,	stacked	walls
•	Wall	heating

Building restoration materials

•	Earth	reels	und	straw-clay

Renovation systems

•	conluto	wood	fibre	internal	insulation
•	Light	earth	wall	linings
•	Light	earth	brick	masonry	wall	linings

conluto work sheets

with detailed information and 
workmanship guidelines

2.1 conluto Dämmsystem
(German only)

2.2 Leichlehm-Innenschale
(German only)

5.1 Clay plasters

5.2 Putzmaschinen
(German only)

6.1 conlino 
Surface finishes
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Clay plasters and paints

Renovation systems

Modern earth building solutions

Creative earth products

Building restoration materials

Training and seminars

Logistics and organisation

Custom solutions and production

Product, design and renovation consulting

Member Dachverband Lehm e.V.

Your local conluto representative
Jörg Meyer

Detmolder Str. 61-65

32825 Blomberg | Istrup

Telefon 05235 50257-0

Fax 05235 50257-13

Email info@conluto.dewww.conluto.dewww.conluto.de


